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This week, I will learn and read about:

maj

h a t s

Tim Has  
a Mat

Decodable Reader

Tim Has a Mat

Support students as they take their first steps 
towards literacy.

Vista Higher Learning’s Decodable Readers help students  

build essential early literacy skills to become successful 

readers. A wide range of engaging, beautifully illustrated 

readers, including pre-decodable and decodable readers, 

provide the building blocks for literacy.

Decodable 
Reader

High-Frequency Words

am did

as

live

mangive

big had

Phonics

	✽ a as in cat

	✽ i as in pin

	✽ s as in hats

	✽ s as in bags

Spelling Words

as hid sad

big is sits

cat jam

fit live

give mat

had pat

hats pin
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Fluency

Sam Likes Jam
 Sam likes this jam. His 
dad gives him a bib. Then 
he gives Sam a bit of jam. 

 Sam has some jam on 
his lips and on his bib!

cab big at bibs pat

kid am man there did

fans dad give hip cap

live these tin pan pins

If You Like to Pat a Cat
(Sing to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It.”)

If you like to pat a cat, pat a cat. 

If you like to pat a cat, pat a cat. 

If you like to pat a cat,

Then pat a cat like that. 

If you like to pat a cat, pat a cat! 

If you like to do a jig, do a jig. 

If you like to do a jig, do a jig. 

If you like to do a jig, 

Then do a big, big jig. 

If you like do a jig, do a jig! 
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had

live

give

did

man

am

big

as

High-Frequency Words
Choose a word from the box  
to complete each sentence.  
Write the word on the line.

1. Kim had  six bags.

2. How  you do that?

3. That is a  cat.

4. I  in the cab with Mom. 

5. Dan will  you a map. 

6. Which  is his dad? 

7. He is  big as Pat. 

8. I  with Dad.

Phonics
Choose the word that completes each sentence.  
Write it on the line.

1. Tim likes to 

did     dig     dad

dig  .

2. Ben will make 
jam     had     mad

 .                         

3. That cat sat on her 
lip     lap     lit

 .

4. Can I have a 
tap     sad     sip

 ?

5. Dad has a red 
ran     van     pat

 .

6. Bev has 
six     tag     bit

 bugs in a box.
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✦

✶

1. I got two 
(hit)
hits  today.

2. Pat will give his 
(kid)

 some jam.

3. I can give you the 
(bag)

 that I have.

4. Jed 
(like)

 to run fast.

5. We can look at the two 
(map)

 .

6. Sam 
(sit)

 on his red mat.

Phonics
Add s at the end of the word. Write the 
word on the line. Read the sentence.
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Discover Phonics for Foundational Literacy is a dynamic,  
fully interactive print and digital English language arts foundational 
skills program designed to build phonemic awareness and phonetic 
skills children need to become strong, lifelong readers. Engaging songs, 
manipulatives, decodable readers, media, and hands-on games and 
activities motivate and teach children as they embark on an adventure  
to discover (and master!) the amazing world of phonics.
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